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1. Fill the gap: And my mother always kept me in the presence of people like there were times in 
the'70s where it ________________________ be a party in the living … 
 

2. Fill the gap: You ________________________ deal with -- and you do -- you deal with just about 
anyone, 
 

3. Fill the gap: You ________________________ n't be put in a box. 
 

4. Fill the gap: If it is good to you, it ________________________ be good for you. 
 

5. Fill the gap: What ________________________ be some of the harder decisions you've had to make 
in order to stay relevant or to stay on the journey where you are today? 
 

6. Fill the gap: Well, my decisions are never made based on what the popularity of the world 
________________________ think. 
 

7. Fill the gap: I think that's one of the reasons why a little -- a little kid and the grandmother 
________________________ both be like, “Hey, that's Snoop Dogg. 
 

8. Fill the gap: So regardless of how my rhymes ________________________ sound, 
 

9. Fill the gap: And you see some of these artists, that they're struggling because they 
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________________________ n't let out what it is they have to give. 
 

10. Fill the gap: I wanted to be an uncle or a wisdom of guidance for these young rappers and young 
entertainers where they ________________________ call on me and get … 
 

11. Fill the gap: He ________________________ never speak too loud. 
 

12. Fill the gap: And I know one when they, “Hey, Snoop is playing Vegas,'' “We 
________________________ go.” 
 

13. Fill the gap: I just ________________________ be in the wheelchair though, but it will be cool 
because I'm still going to be rolling. 
 

14. Fill the gap: I'm doing a bad job of interviewing compared to what this dude does on his show, and 
he ________________________ talk to anybody. 
 

15. Fill the gap: I wanted it to be more personal where they ________________________ see and feel 
me. 
 

16. Fill the gap: There ________________________ be some days where I want to quit. 
 

17. Fill the gap: So at the end of the day, it is more about do it until you ________________________ n't 
do it no more. 
 

18. Fill the gap: Like, my oldest son, I ________________________ never heard of Wiz Khalifa. 
 

19. Fill the gap: It ________________________ be a movement. 
 

20. Fill the gap: And it was like, I ________________________ n't believe you all know Snoop Dogg. 


